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Leave Baby Wildlife Alone

It's springtime again and
babies are being born in the
wild. If you encounter a
baby alone in the wild DO
NOT REMOVE it from its
environment!

Over the years we have
fielded many calls about
what to do when

encountering a wild animal. Below are two frequently asked questions and typical
answers that will help keep our wildlife wild!

Q: I found an orphan baby animal. What should I do?

A: Due to health and safety concerns you should never handle wild animals. If you find
a baby wild animal, it is best to LEAVE IT ALONE. Many mammals such as deer and
rabbits leave their young unattended for extensive periods of time. Each situation is
different but most "babies" that are seen by themselves are probably on their own and
have already left their parents. If you encounter smaller babies and you feel the animal
has been abandoned, please contact your local Game and Fish Department or Animal
Control.

Q: I found an animal. Can I keep it?

A: NO. Please leave it where you found it. It is against state law to remove any wild
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animal from its native habitat. Only State Certified Wildlife Rehabilitators are legally
allowed to possess native wildlife species including mammals, birds, amphibians and
reptiles.

Improper care of wild animals by well meaning, untrained individuals yields either
animals that cannot be released back into the wild or animals that have nutritional
issues resulting in life-long health issues. Inexperienced caregivers also risk serious
health problems due to disease and parasite transmission from wild animals.

The Arizona Game and Fish Department Wildlife Center can be reached at 623- 582-
9806 for questions on injured, sick, or orphaned wildlife. For more information on
urban wildlife, please see the Arizona Game & Fish Department's "Living With Wildlife"
webpages at www.azgfd.gov/urbanwildlife

Intern Mauled to Death at Zoo
Dianna Hanson was a 24 year old intern who was working her dream internship at a
private zoo for exotic animals in Dunlap, CA. She was mauled to death by a four-year
old lion named Cous Cous.

According to the Fresno County Coroner David Hadden, Cous Cous  pounced on
Hanson, fracturing her neck and killing her almost instantly.

Sheriff's deputies later shot and killed the 400 pound lion after failed efforts to coax
him away from Hanson's body.

Cous Cous was handled by humans and raised at Cat Haven since he was 8 weeks
old.  Cous Cous was featured on the daytime talk show "Ellen" as a nursing cub
brought by Jeff Corwin. Click here to watch the video.

Cous Cous and his mate, Pely, were Barbary lions, a species from the region between
Morocco and Egypt that is extinct in the wild. 

The woman's father, Paul Hanson, told The Associated Press that she was "absolutely
fearless" and fascinated by big cats.

"Big cats are unpredictable and dangerous and being fearless causes complacency.
We have had accidents in the past and learned from those mistakes", said Jonathan
Kraft, Founder & Executive Director of Keepers of the Wild."We have developed
sophisticated protocols to prevent this kind of scenario. Volunteers and interns are
always supervised and are never allowed to enter a habitat or shift big cats without an
experienced keeper being present at all times. We do not allow physical contact with
our big cats ever!."

AROUND THE PARK
Internet Outage
We apologize for the delay of the newsletter our internet has been out for almost a week.
Being we are in a remote area, we were unable to get a technician out here sooner.

Riley the Coyote
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We moved Riley to a new spacious habitat. She seems to be enjoying her new area. We
have not found a suitable companion for her yet but hope to in the near future.

 

Our transport boxes are used for many things including shifting, medical emergencies,
rescue, and evacuation. So it is necessary that they are functional at all times. With the
harsh terrain and weather of the desert it became necessary to replace all of the air filled
tires on 16 of our animal transport cages. The tires were constantly needing maintenance
as they were cracking, leaking and/or flat.  We replaced all of them with solid rubber tires
that are virtually maintenance free and should last for many, many years to come.

  

Medical Update
Our wolf Colorado was taken to the vet in January for a large tumor that was protruding
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from his left side. Colorado was returned to his habitat two days after surgery and
continues to do well. 

Happy Birthday!
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Sebastian (Bengal Tiger) 3/17/2003 | Grace (Bengal Tiger)  3/19/2003
Sasha (Bengal Tiger)  3/17/2003 | Skylar (Bengal Tiger)  3/17/2003
BamBam (Cougar) 3/1/1994  | Zoe (Bobcat) 03/00/08
Chloe (Bobcat)  March 2010  | Heidi (Pygmy Goat) 3/12/2010
Greta (Pygmy Goat) 3/29/2010  | Rocky (Coatimundi) 3/0/2004
Slippers (Rooster) 3/15/2004

As most of you know already, Anthony passed away on March 12th. We
miss him very much and he will always be in our hearts. We would like to
take this time to thank everyone for their support during this difficult time.
Your cards, letters and responses were very touching. We truly
appreciate the outpouring of kindness and support that we have received
from everyone. 
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____________________________________________________________________
Traveling Exotic Animal Protection Act, H.R. 3359 
We urgently need you to contact your member of Congress and ask them to support HR 3359, the
Traveling Exotic Animal Protection Act, to restrict the use of wild animals in traveling circuses.
The Traveling Exotic Animal Protection Act, HR 3359 was introduced in congress by Congressman Jim
Moran (Virginia) Ringlings home state.

Read a copy of the bill H.R. 3359

Take Action!
Contact your member of Congress and ask for their support and co-sponsorship of this important animal
protection legislation.

Support the Big Cats and Public Safety Protection Act (H.R. 4122)
The bill will insure that lions, tigers and other dangerous big cats - which are kept as pets and exploited
in roadside zoos and traveling exhibits - do not threaten public safety, diminish the global big cat
conservation efforts, or end up living in deplorable conditions where they can be subject to mistreatment
and cruelty.

Read H.R. Bill 4122, Big Cats and Public Safety Protection Act: H.R. Bill 4122

This is the bill that can stop the abuse - please call and email your elected representative and urge him
or her to cosponsor H.R. 4122.
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